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Abstract
We stress on the basic role of homogeneous loops in the loop-theoretical interpretations of
gyrogroups. We point out that the (left) Bruck identity always occurs in smooth homogeneous
loops with automorphic inverse property and that gyrogroups can be viewed as homogeneous
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1. Introduction.
In order to give a suitable interpretation of the strange phenomenon that is observed in the com-
position of the relativistically admissible velocities, Abraham A. Ungar introduced the concept of
a gyrogroup ([19, 20, 21]). It happens that gyrogroups are noncommutative and nonassociative
algebraic structures and this noncommutativity-nonassociativity turns out to be generated by
the Thomas precession, well-known in the special theory of relativity. Gyrogroups also revealed
themselves to be specially tting in order to deal with formerly unsolved problems in special
relativity (e.g. the problem of determining the Lorentz transformation that links given initial
and nal time-like 4-vectors). Further (see [22]) gyrogroups were split up into gyrocommutative
gyrogroups and nongyrocommutative ones just as groups split up into abelian and nonabelian
(we notice that the prior concept of a gyrogroup in [19, 20, 21] is relevant to the one of a gyro-
commutative gyrogroup).
It turns out that introducing (gyrocommutative) gyrogroups, Ungar gave a concrete physical
realization to formerly well-known algebraic systems called K-loops. The K-loops were discov-
ered in a purely mathematical context by Karzel H. ([6, 7]) in his study of neardomains (the
additive structure of a neardomain is precisely the K-loop). The view of a (gyrocommutative)
gyrogroup as a K-loop rose the interest to both of these objects (see [18, 17, 10, 9]).
Although the algebraic interpretations of gyrogroups heavily lay on the structure of homoge-
neous loops, the basic role of such loops is somewhat overlooked although a way in this direction
is shown in [10]. In this paper we wish to emphasize a little more on this role. The major moti-
vation for that is the fact that a gyrogroup (nongyrocommutative or gyrocommutative) can be
viewed as a homogeneous loop with one or two identities according to whether that gyrogroup
is nongyrocommutative or gyrocommutative and that the (left) Bruck identity always holds in
a smooth homogeneous loop with automorphic inverse property (we get the same result if we
replace the smoothness by a suitable identity; see sections 4 and 5). Indeed the (left) Bruck
identity (which corresponds to the gyrocommutative law in gyrogroups) is a particular case
of a more general identity characterizing homogeneous loops with automorphic inverse prop-
erty (we call it the Kikkawa identity). So that the gyrocommutative law is a particular case
of the Kikkawa identity. A hint at hyporeductive loops is done: diassociative (gyrocommuta-
tive) gyrogroups are Moufang A-loops and therefore constitute a type of (left) hyporeductive
loops (section 4). The section 3 has a survey character since therein we give a brief account on
the axiomatic approach to gyrogroups and their successive loop-theoretical views. In section 2
we display the useful notions from loop theory. We conclude in section 6 with some observations.
2. Background and notations.
Here we record some notions in loop theory that will be for later use. For more information on
the general theory of loops one may refer to [1, 2, 13].
A loop (Q; :; e) is a set Q together with a binary operation (:), i.e. a groupoid, such that each
of the equations a:x = b and y:a = b has a unique solution for any a; b in Q and such that
there exists a two-sided identity element e. The loop (Q; :; e) is said to be smooth whenever Q
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is a smooth ( or dierentiable) manifold and the loop multiplication (:) is smooth. The (left or
right) inverse of an element a 2 Q is denoted by a
 1
. Roughly a loop could be seen as a "group
that is nonassociative".
The left permutation L
a
and the right permutation R
a
of (Q; :; e) are dened as L
a
x = a:x and
R
a
x = x:a. A permutation  of Q such that e = e is called an inner mapping of Q. The set
of all inner mappings of a given loop Q constitutes a group usually denoted by I(Q). In what












or, what is equivalent, ab:l
a;b
c = a:bc so that l
a;b
may be
viewed as a "mapping correction" up to associativity in loops.
A loop Q is called a left A-loop if the left inner mappings l
a;b
; a; b 2 Q, are automorphisms of












(left A  identity): (1)







The concept of a left A-loop and of a homogeneous loop was introduced by Kikkawa M. in [8].
Throughout this paper we shall deal mainly with homogeneous loops.
A loop Q is said to have the automorphic inverse property (Kikkawa called it the symmetric
property) if the inverse mapping J(a) = a
 1







(automorphic inverse property) (2)
holds in Q.
Beside A-loops one of the most interesting class of loops is the one of Bol loops. A loop Q is
called a left Bol loop if the identity
(a:ba)c = a(b:ac) (left Bol identity) (3)
holds in Q. If, in addition, Q has the automorphic inverse property then Q is called a (left)
Bruck loop. The identity
ab:ab = a(b:ba) (4)
in Bol loops is called the (left) Bruck identity. For more information on the algebraic theory
of Bol and Bruck loops one may refer, e.g., to Robinson D.A. [14] and Goodaire E.G. [4]. The
relationship between left Bol loops and left A-loops were established in a number of papers (see
e.g. [3, 15]). We have the following







for any a; b 2 Q: 2
Remark. From the proof of lemma 1 of [5], it could be seen that the equivalence between
(5) and the left Bol identity is true for any loop without the requirement of the left A-identity
in the considered loop. In [9] Kreuzer A. showed this equivalence straightforwardly (see also
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[10]). Besides, somewhat anticipating, we observe that the identity (5) is a key link between
(left) A-loops, Bol loops and K-loops (section 4).
We recall the notion of a K-loop ([7, 10, 9]).
A loop Q is called a (left) K-loop if it is a left A-loop with the automorphic inverse property






for any a; b 2 Q. As it could be seen from [20, 21], the property (6) for K-loops turns out to
play a fundamental role in the purely physical concept of gyrogroups and their applications.
3. Gyrogroups, K-loops and Bruck loops.
In this section we give a brief review on gyrogroups ([19, 20, 21]) and their loop-theoretical
structures ([7, 9, 10, 17, 18]).
Ungar A.A. discovered ([19]) that the set of all 3-dimensional relativistically admissible velocities,
with their relativistic addition law, constitute a noncommutative and nonassociative groupoid.
Such an algebraic structure satises some specic identities involving the Thomas precession.
From the special theory of relativity it is known that it is due to the presence of the Thomas
precession that proper Lorentz transformations (called also boosts) do not constitute a group
(at this point we recall that the nonassociativity of the boosts product has been previously
pointed out by a number of physicists (see, e.g., [12])). Further, Ungar illustrated the ability of
the above mentioned algebraic structure in solving some standing physical problems. Next, in
the light of the works of Karzel H. ([6, 7]), Ungar gave an axiomatic approach to that algebraic
structure (see, e.g., [20, 21]) and called it a gyrogroup. Precisely, such an axiomatic approach is
of most interest from a loop-theoretical point of view.
Let V
c
denote the set of relativistically admissible velocities, that is V
c
is the set of abstract
velocities v such that j v j< c, where j v j=
p
(v; v) > 0 (here ( ; ) denotes the scalar product
in the 3-dimensional Euclidian space) and c is an arbitrarily xed positive constant (usually it
is the speed of light in empty space). Dene on V
c
a relativistic velocity addition  as follows:















(u (u v))] (7)
where 
u




and uv is the vector product of velocities u and v. The system
(V
c
;) turns out to be a noncommutative and nonassociative groupoid. As mentioned above,
the nonassociativity of (V
c
;) arises from the presence of the Thomas precession (we will carry
the notation gyr
u;v
to denote the Thomas precession generated by u; v 2 V
c
). Ungar established
([19, 20, 21]) several properties linking the composition law  and the Thomas precession. Some
of those properties are listed here:
u (v  w) = (u v) gyr
u;v
w (left weak associative law) (8)
(u v) w = u (v  gyr
v;u
w) (right weak associative law) (9)
0 u = u 0 = 0 (existence of identity) (10)
( u) u = u ( u) = 0 (existence of inverse) (11)
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(u v) = gyr
u;v
(v  u): (weak commutative law) (12)
Moreover the Thomas precession gyr
u;v
possesses its peculiar properties:
gyr
0;v




















































. The weak commutative law and the loop prop-
erties were found to play a central role in the loop-theoretical interpretations of the groupoid
(V
c
;). Further, the "gyroterminology" ([21]) were introduced in order to accomodate the pe-
culiar features of the composition of relativistically admissible velocities due to the Thomas
precession. Since the precession characterises the gyration of the rotation axis of a rotating
frame, the Thomas precession was called the Thomas gyration. Likewise the right (left) weak
associative law, the weak commutative law and the identity property were respectively called
the right (left) gyroassociative law, the gyrocommutative law and the identity gyroautomorphism.
We note that the right (left) gyroassociative law was called in [21] the left (right) gyroassociative
law.
A groupoid satisfying (8)-(11), (13) is called a weakly associative groupoid and the one satisfying,
in addition, the identity (14) is called a (nongyrocommutative) gyrogroup. A nongyrocommuta-
tive gyrogroup satisfying (12) is called a gyrocommutative gyrogroup ([22]).
It was noticed that the groupoid (V
c
;) actually forms a loop ([21]) with the null velocity 0
as its identity and the gyr
u;v
(for any u; v 2 V
c
) are automorphisms (the so-called gyroauto-
morphisms) of the loop (V
c
;; 0) and also that gyr
u;v
are, in fact, the well-known left inner
mappings l
u;v
of loop theory ([17]). Here we observe that from the standpoint of loop theory it





w =  (u  v)  (u  (v  w)) which is a consequence of the left inverse
property that occurs in gyrogroups (see [17]).
It turns out that the concept of a (gyrocommutative) gyrogroup adequately reects the one of
a formerly well-known mathematical object, namely the K-loop, introduced by Karzel H. ([6,
7]) in his study of neardomains (for more information on K-loops one may refer, e.g., to [23,
10, 9]). Wefelscheid H. and Kreuzer A. established in [10] that any K-loop is a left Bol loop
with the automorphic inverse property, i.e. a Bruck loop. Recently ([9]) Kreuzer A. proved that
K-loops and Bruck loops are actually the same. At this point we mention a paper by Sabinin
L.V. and Mikheev P.O. ([18]), where, analyzing a composition law of relativistically admissible
velocities, they established several properties of that law particularly the left Bol identity and
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the automorphic inverse property. Further, Sabinin L.V. ([17]) showed straightforwardly that a
(gyrocommutative) gyrogroup is a Bruck loop.
We may sum up the observations above in the following
THEOREM 1. ([17,9]). A gyrocommutative gyrogroup is a left Bruck loop. 2
The occurrence of the left Bruck identity in gyrocommutative gyrogroups will be extended
in section 4 to the general case of homogeneous loops with automorphic inverse property.
4. Gyrocommutative gyrogroups and homogeneous loops.
Here we draw out some specic properties of homogeneous loops with automorphic inverse
property. It happens that these properties are also characteristic properties of gyrocommutative
gyrogroups and therefore we establish that all axioms dening gyrocommutative gyrogroups are
properties of homogeneous loops with automorphic inverse property satisfying the identity (5).
We point out that the gyrocommutative law is a "trivialization" of a more general identity that
occurs in such gyrogroups and also that the gyrosum inversion rule ([22]) follows from other
axioms of gyrogroups. We observe that diassociative gyrocommutative gyrogroups are (left)
hyporeductive loops (they are actually Moufang A-loops) but unfortunately we wonder whether
there exist such gyrogroups and what is their physical meaning.
LEMMA 2. Let G be a homogeneous loop. Then G has the automorphic inverse property






















Proof. (see [8], Proposition 1.13). 2
We will refer to (20) as the Kikkawa identity.
COROLLARY 1. The left Bruck identity (4) holds in every smooth homogeneous loop with
automorphic inverse property.
Proof. Applying the Kikkawa identity (20) to the identity element we get the left Bruck identity
since any smooth homogeneous loop with the automorphic inverse property has the left alter-
native property ([8], lemma 6.2). 2
In view of lemma 1, one can observe that we will get the same result as in corollary 1 above if we
replace the smoothness by the identity (5). Since K-loops are rst and foremost homogeneous
loops with automorphic inverse property, we readily have
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COROLLARY 2. Every left K-loop satises the left Bruck identity. 2
One notices that corollary 2 also could be seen as a consequence of theorem 3.4 in [9].







holds for any x; y in G.
Proof. First we observe that since l
x;y






















































One can notice that the identity (22) reads (15) in gyroterminology.
THEOREM 2. The gyrosum inversion rule
 (u v) = gyr
u;v
(( v) ( u))
is a consequence of other axioms dening a gyrogroup.
Proof. We notice rst that the left inverse property occurs also in nongyrocommutative gy-
rogroups since it follows from the left loop property, the gyroautomorphism identity and the in-
verse identity. Next, by the left gyroassociative law and the left invertibility, we have gyr
u;v
w =
 (u  v) (u (v  w)) and if we set w = ( v) ( u) we will get
gyr
u;v
(( v) ( u)) =  (u v) (u (v  (( v) ( u))
=  (u v) (u ( u)) (by the left invertibility)
=  (u v) 0 (by the inverse identity)
=  (u v) (by the identity property): 2
LEMMA 4. If a gyrogroup satises the gyrocommutative law, then it has the automorphic inverse
property.
Proof. We have
 (u v) = gyr
u;v
(( v) ( u)) (by the gyrosum inversion rule)
=  (u) (v) (by the gyrocommutative law) 2
It turns out that the converse to lemma 4 is also true (see [22], theorem 5.9).
THEOREM 3. The identity
(x y) z = gyr
x;y
(y  (x z)) (23)
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holds in any gyrocommutative gyrogroup and the gyrocommutative law is a "trivialization" of
(23). Moreover any gyrocommutative gyrogroup is a homogeneous loop with automorphic in-
verse property satisfying (5).
Proof. Making use of the techniques developed in [8] for homogeneous loops, we can perform
the following transformations: consider  (u  v) then we have






= u (v  (( v) ( u))
2
). Thus
 (u v) = u (v  (( v) ( u))
2
: (24)
Replace u by  u in (24) and then, using the automorphic inverse property (see lemma 4), we
get u ( v) = ( u) (v  (( v) u)
2
), that is
u (u ( v)) = v  (( v) u)
2
(25)
and then substituting w u for u and w  v for v, we get
(w  u) ((w u) ( (w  v))) = (w v) (( (w v)) (w u))
2
: (26)
Now we can transform ( (wv)(wu))
2
using the fact that (wv)(wu) = gyr
w;v
(( v)
u) and that gyr
w;v







= ( (w v)) (w  (v  (( v) u)
2
)). Thus by (25) and (26), we get
(w u) ((w u) ( (w v))) = (w v) (( (w v)) (w  u))
2
= w  (u (u ( v))): (27)
Replacing  v by v in (27) and again using the automorphic inverse property, we get
w  (u (u v)) = (w u) ((w u) (( w) v)) (28)
that is, setting t = ( w) v,
(w u) ((w u) t = w  (u (u (w t)))
or, nally,
(w u) t = gyr
w;u
(u (w  t))
so that we get (23). Besides, setting t = 0, we obtain the gyrocommutative law.
From the axioms dening gyrocommutative gyrogroups and the results above with regard to ho-
mogeneous loops with automorphic inverse property it clearly follows that such gyrogroups are
such homogeneous loops with the additional identity (5) since the right loop property, which is
equivalent to the left loop property ([20]), implies the identity (5). This completes our proof. 2
Remark. The expression "trivialization" is used to stress on the fact that the gyrocommu-
tative law is obtained by applying the "generalized" gyrocommutative law (23) to the identity
element 0. One easily checks up that (23) is precisely the Kikkawa identity (20) written in gy-
roterminology. From (23) one can draw other identities for gyrogroups that could be of interest
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for applications: for instance, replacing z by  (x  ( z)) in (23) and using the automorphic
inverse property and the left invertibility, one gets
(x y) (( x) z) = gyr
x;y
(y  z): (29)




(yz) which is shown to be
equivalent to (20) (see [8], Proposition 1.13).
THEOREM 4. The right gyroassociative law in gyrocommutative gyrogroups derives from prop-
erties of homogeneous loops with automorphic inverse property.










(u  v)  gyr
u;v
w = u  (v  w) (left gyroassociative law). The identity (22) holds in any
homogeneous loop with automorphic inverse property or, what is equivalent, (15) holds in any








z) = u (v  gyr
v;u
z), that is
(u v) z = u  (v  gyr
v;u
z)
and this is the right gyroassociative law. 2
THEOREM 5. Any homogeneous loop with automorphic inverse property that satises the
identity (5) can be endowed with a gyrocommutative gyrogroup structure (in the sense of the
axiomatic approach).
Proof. One needs to postulate the left inner mappings as Thomas gyrations and then, by the
denition of a loop and by the specic properties of homogeneous loops with automorphic inverse
property, one gets the axioms (8)-(12). Furthermore, written in gyroterminology, the identity
(5) implies the right loop property and therefore one obtains a gyrocommutative gyrogroup. 2
Remark. The results above are expected in view of the identication of K-loops with left
Bruck loops ([9]).
We link a type of gyrocommutative gyrogroups with hyporeductive loops (see denition in [16,
5]).
THEOREM 6. Diassociative gyrocommutative gyrogroups are (left) hyporeductive loops.
Proof. From theorems 3 and 5 we have that any gyrocommutative gyrogroup is a left Bruck
loop (see [10, 17, 9]). But as it was pointed out in [5, theorem 5], diassociative left Bruck loops
are left hyporeductive loops (since they are Moufang A-loops). 2
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5. Nongyrocommutative gyrogroups and homogeneous loops.
In this section we point out that nongyrocommutative gyrogroups are homogeneous loops with
the "left loop property". Beforehand we observed that such homogeneous loops share many
properties with homogeneous loops with automorphic inverse property.




















Proof. (See [8], lemma 1.8). 2




(i.e. the left loop




















































































































which proves (33). Next we observe that (34) follows
straightforwardly from (31) and (33) and that (35) is a consequence of (30) and the left loop
property. 2
Remark. One notices that the properties (33) and (34) are also properties of homogeneous
loops with automorphic inverse property (see section 4). Other identities for homogeneous loops
with automorphic inverse property could be shown to be true for homogeneous loops with the


















































= id (by (34))









(by the left loop property)
= id (by (34))
which proves (37). The identity (38) follows from (37) and (34). 2
THEOREM 7. Any loop L with the left inverse property that satises the left loop property







for any x; y in L.





(xy:yz). Replace z by l
 1
x;y
v and then (xy:y)v = (xy):(y:l
 1
x;y
v) i.e., by the left invert-
ibility, (xy:y)v = (xy):(x
 1
:(xy:v)). Further, replacing y by x
 1





:uv) which is the left Bol identity. The identity (37) is also satised by virtue
of lemma 1. Finally, if f is any automorphism of L, we can perform the following transformations
(having in mind the left invertibility):
l
fx;fy













z)] = f  l
x;y
(z)
and this completes our proof. 2
We can now state the main result of this section.
THEOREM 8. Any nongyrocommutative gyrogroup is a homogeneous loop with the left loop
property.
Proof. As noticed above the left inverse property in gyrogroups is deduced from other ax-
ioms. The left gyroassociative law implies that the gyrations gyr
x;y





are automorphisms we then get that (nongyrocommutative) gyrogroups are
homogeneous loops. Further one checks that the fundamental properties of nongyrocommuta-
tive gyrogroups obtained in [22] are either properties (30)-(38) of homogeneous loops satisfying
the left loop property, or can be inferred from one or some of those properties. 2
Remark. By virtue of lemma 7 and lemma 1, the class of homogeneous loops with the left
loop property, and hence the one of the nongyrocommutative gyrogroups viewed as loops, lies
in the class of homogeneous loops that are left Bol loops. From Ungar's results in [22] and
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the results above regarding homogeneous loops with the left loop property, it follows that the
counterpart of theorem 5 for the case of nongyrocommutative gyrogroups is also true.
6. Conclusion.
One of the most useful and interesting properties of the Thomas gyration is the loop prop-
erty (left or right). This is particularly obvious in the search of Lorentz transformations linking
initial and nal 4-vectors ([21]). This property has also a special signicance in loop theory:
it is precisely due to the loop property that a weakly associative groupoid constitutes a loop
and it is also one of the properties characterizing K-loops. If in the special theory of relativity
the Thomas gyration is understood as the "rotation correction" in the passage from the non-
relativistic regime to the relativistic one, likewise in group theory the mappings l
x;y
"measures"
the nonassociativity of a given groupoid. So that the identication of the Thomas gyration
gyr
x;y
with the mapping l
x;y
reveals one of the most obvious concrete physical and geometrical
meanings of the "nonassociativity scale" l
x;y
of loop theory. From this point of view the Ungar's
gyrogroups show once again that the loop theory, and more generally the theory of nonassocia-
tive algebraic structures, more and more will be used as a powerful tool for a suitable description
and explanation of some concrete physical phenomena.
It seems not exaggerating to state that one of the most suitable algebraic tools to accommodate
the composition of relativistically admissible velocities is the theory of homogeneous loops (here
we include K-loops (or Bruck loops) since these loops may be viewed as homogeneous loops with
additional identities). Besides, provided the smoothness of the composition law, another tool
(for gyrocommutative gyrogroups) could be the dierential geometry of symmetric spaces since
the structure of any smooth Bruck loop (locally) generates a structure of a symmetric space
and conversely the local geodesic loop of any symmetric space has a structure of a smooth Bruck
loop ([15]). It is interesting at this point to notice that applications of local geodesic loops to
classical and quantum gravity are exhibited in [11].
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